
Overall, 83% of Ohio voters believe if government and private industry were to invest in infrastructure, 
it would have a positive impact. This view point holds among key sub-groups:

– 84% of Republicans and 83% of Democrats believe it will have a positive impact. 

– 85% of self-identi�ed environmentalists believe it will have a positive impact. 

– 77% of union members and 85% of non-union members believe it will have a positive impact.

Further, the consensus view of voters in Ohio (86%) is to support increasing our investment in our 
energy infrastructure, and 59% strongly support increasing our investment.

– No less than 81% of voters from any region in Ohio support increasing our investment in energy infrastructure.

– Better than eight-in-ten (83%) Clinton voters and 89% of Trump voters support increasing our investment in 
energy infrastructure.

The overwhelming view of Ohio voters (84%) is to support increasing energy development in the U.S. 
This compares with just a scant handful (9%) who oppose increasing energy development.  

– Support for increasing energy development is consistent throughout the state, never falling below 73% in any 
region in Ohio.

– Support transcends political party as well in that 87% of Republicans and 82% of Democrats support an increase 
in energy development. Fully 83% of Clinton voters and 87% of Trump voters support increasing energy 
development.  

Greater investment in energy 
infrastructure has broad 

bipartisan support

The following groups within Ohio support 
increasing investment in energy infrastructure: 

89% of Republicans 
84% of Democrats

83% of Clinton voters 
89% of Trump voters

91% of union members 
85% of non-union members

88% of environmentalists

Infrastructure development 
is seen among registered voters as a way 

to boost jobs and the economy

When it comes to expected outcomes from 
increasing our investment in infrastructure, 

the top two are…

2. Boosting our economy (49%) 

1. Creating good-paying jobs (59%) 

83% of voters believe 
that if government and 
private industry were to 
invest in infrastructure, 
it would have a positive 
impact.
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